A. RATIONAL
Since 2017 International Conference on Education Innovation (ICEI) has
brought together thousands of passionate scholars and educators from around
the globe to discuss ideas critical to the development of education in ASEAN
and beyond, making it one of the most respected, and longest running annual
conferences focused on all levels of education in ASEAN. ICEI was the first
conference organized by the Faculty of Education, Universitas Negeri
Surabaya , in Surabaya 2017, when the precious event was founded. ICEI now
foremost intellectuals as advisers.
International Conference on Education Innovation (ICEI promotes and
facilitates new multifaceted approaches to one of the core issues of our time,
namely globalization and its many forms of growth and expansion. Awareness
of how it cuts across the world of education, and its subsequent impact on
societies, institutions and individuals, is a driving force in educational policies
and practices across the globe. The conferences present those taking part with
three

unique

dimensions

of

experience,

encouraging

interdisciplinary

discussion, facilitating heightened intercultural awareness and promoting

conferences on education have shown, education has the power to transform
and change whilst it is also continuously transformed and changed.
In many educational settings and contexts throughout the world, there
remains an assumption that teachers are the holders of knowledge which is to
be conveyed to students, and that this happens in neutral, impartial and
objective ways. However, learning is about making meaning, and learners can
experience the same teaching in very different ways. Students (as well as
teachers) are part of complex social, cultural, political, ideological and personal
circumstances, and current experiences of learning will depend in part on
previous ones, as well as on age, gender, social class, culture, ethnicity, varying
abilities and more. ICEI has several annual conferences on education, exploring

common themes in different ways to develop a shared research agenda that
develops interdisciplinary discussion, heightens intercultural awareness and
promotes international exchange.
In the upcoming event, the 6

th

International Conference on Education

Innovation (ICEI) 2022 is organized by Universitas Negeri Surabaya, will be held
on September 10th, 2022 in Surabaya, Indonesia. Due to Covid-19 pandemic,
the 6

th

ICEI will be conducted online (Virtual Conference), because our keynote

ICEI 2022 has affiliate with King
Mongkut's University of Technology North Bangkok, Thailand and will be process
for the SEAMEO Secretariat, Bangkok, Thailand. Increasing the quality of
publication as the grant for reputation of higher education, we have collaborated
with some journals from Indonesia and overseas (Shown in Part C). ICEI
committed to keep in excellent quality in science and education be one step
ahead as Unesa s slogan
Since its founding in 2016, ICEI has brought people and ideas together in
a variety of events and platforms to promote and celebrate interdisciplinary study
focused on education and innovation. During the pandemic, ICEI continues to
engage in many cross-sectoral researches across the world, including those
engaging leading universities, Non-Government Organization and Industry
World. Most educators have learned that resiliency is one of the key points to
keep the optimism in managing and carrying out the teaching-learning process
during the crisis. The global pandemic challenge has been inspiring for the future
innovation and resiliency in education to encourage academics and scholars to
meet and exchange ideas and views in an international forum stimulating
respectful dialogue. This event will afford an exceptional opportunity for renewing
old acquaintances, making new contacts, networking and collaboration, and
facilitating partnerships across national and disciplinary borders.
ICEI 2022 platform facilitates discussion around specific subject areas, with
the goal of generating new knowledge and understanding, forging and expanding
new international, intercultural and interdisciplinary research networks and
partnerships.

B. AIM and SCOPE
-curricular
education, early childhood education, K-12 classrooms, and higher education,
as well as education in general.
Area of Focus
1. Character-building in Education
2. Holistic Education, Learner-centered Education
3. Transformation in/for the New Curriculum - Kurikulum Merdeka Belajar
4. Pedagogy, Andragogy, and Heutagogy
5. Multidisciplinary Paradigms in Educational Sciences (Educational
Psychology, Educational Philosophy, etc)
6. Multicultural Education
7. Inclusive Education
8. Professional Development (for teachers/lecturers)
9. Innovation on Curriculum, Teaching-learning Process, and (assistive)
Technology in Education
10. Issues in Educational Sciences including Disability in Education
11. Managing Education in the Digital Era
12. Quality Assurance in Education
13. Resiliency and Psychological Wellbeing in Education

C. OUTPUT of CONFERENCE
The current ICEI 2022 has target output for Journal Publishing. It has
divided as the criteria as following:
1. Atlantis Press (AP; indexed by Web of Science)
2. CRC Press (Indexed by SCI)
3. Journal of Inclusive Education, Indexed by Sinta 4 (Science and
Technology Index by Indonesian Ministry of education, Culture, research
and technology)

4. Journal of Educational Management Dynamics, Indexed by Sinta 4
(Science and Technology Index by Indonesian Ministry of education,
Culture, research and technology)
5. Journal of Education: Theory and Practice, Indexed by Sinta 4 (Science
and Technology Index by Indonesian Ministry of education, Culture,
research and technology)
6. Journal of Psychology: Theory and Applied, Indexed by Sinta 3 (Science
and Technology Index by Indonesian Ministry of education, Culture,
research and technology)
7. Journal of OBSESI, Indexed by Sinta 2 (Science and Technology Index
by Indonesian Ministry of education, Culture, research and technology)
8. The Journal of Industrial Technology, Indexed by TCI (Thai Journal
Citation Index Centre)
9. Journal of Southeast Asian Education, SEAMEO Secretariat (to be
confirmed)

D. VENUE
This Conference will be held through Hybrid setting using an online
platform using ZOOM Meeting and WhatsApp Group as well as on-site for the
committee (SENATE Room at Faculty of Education, UNESA).

E. PRESTIGIOUS SPEAKER of CONFERENCE
Based on the committee policy and partner advisement, the current ICEI
would be guided by four outstanding speakers who come from different
countries and institutions:
1. Prof. Dr. Han Buxin
Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
2. Prof. Susan Ledger
School of Education, Murdoch University, Australia
3. Dr. Richard Ferdig

Professor of Educational Technology
Kent State University
4. Prof. Dr. Mustaji, M.Pd.
Department of Educational Technology, Faculty of Education
State University of Surabaya, Indonesia
5. Assoc. Prof. Dr Chedthawit Poompipatpong,
Associate Dean for Research & Innovation Promotion, CIT, KMUTNB,
Thailand (Invited Speaker)
6. Badrus Sholeh, MA., Ph.D,
Atase Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan KBRI Riyadh 2021-2024 (Invited
Speaker)

F. PARTICIPANT
The ICEI has participants around the world, on the other hand we focused
on ASEAN and Beyond researcher, academician, or practitioner.
G. TIMELINE
The timeline and important dates would apply as following table
Full Paper Submission (Deadline

May 22nd, 2022

Extension)
Notification of full paper submission

July 15th, 2022

Final

July 26th, 2022

full

paper

(camera-ready

version)
Registration Deadline
Virtual Conference Presentation

August 4th, 2022
September 10th, 2022

H. ICEI FEE
The ICEI fee has been divided into two categories such as Indonesian and
international participants. For more details the following table would be
explained.
Indonesian
Presenter
Regular
Early Bird
Student
Passive Participant
International
Presenter
Regular
Early Bird
Student
Passive Participant

Conference Fee
Rp 750.000
Rp.500.000
Rp 350.000
Rp. 100.000
Conference Fee
$ 75
$ 50
$ 35
$ 10

AP Publication
Fee
Rp 2.000.000
Rp 2.000.000
Rp 2.000.000

CRC Publication
Fee
Rp. 2.500.000
Rp. 2.500.000
Rp. 2.500.000

AP Publication
Fee
$ 140
$ 140
$ 140

CRC Publication
Fee
$ 175
$ 175
$ 175

I. SPONSORSHIP
Since its founding in 2016, ICEI has brought people and ideas together in a
variety of events and platforms to promote and celebrate interdisciplinary study
focused on education and innovation. During the pandemic, ICEI continues to
engage in many cross-sectoral researches across the world, including those
engaging leading universities, Non-Government Organization and Industry
World. This year, we invite you to support our members and beyond by
showcasing products or services at our conference. If your organization's
objectives are to stay top of mind, continue to expand your reach, share the latest
in technologies and services, generate new business leads and communicate
and engage with one another, then we hope to see you this year.
Major sponsors receive prominent recognition online, in print and on-site.
There are three main categories of general sponsorships available alongside
additional, extra opportunities to get involved. Each of them provides your
organisation with significant visibility.

Platinum Sponsor

A slot as Invited Speaker to The 6th ICEI 2022

(price)

All-access passes to Private Symposium
Unlimited number of special 20% discounted
tickets for its clients and guests
Dedicated webpage presenting the sponsor on the

Pre and post-mailing to the opt-in delegate list.
Company name displayed in background slides
and on the website
Dedicated promotional post on social media
Gold Sponsor

All-access passes to private symposium

(price)

Company name displayed in background slides
and on the website
Dedicated webpage presenting the sponsor on the

Pre/post-mailing to the opt-in delegate list
Access to the marketing materials for sponsors
Dedicated promotional post on social media
Silver Sponsor
(price)

All-access passes to all private symposium
Pre/post-mailing to the opt-in delegate list
Company name displayed in background slides
and on the website

ICEI 2022 likes to work with its sponsors to understand your objectives and
help you to leverage your sponsorship investment. We welcome potential
discussion and negotiations in order to find the best possible solutions for your
company. If this is of interest please reach out to (link sponsorship).

INVESTMENT

FOR YOUR

IMPACT
NETWORKING

FOR THE ICEI SECTOR

ORGANIZATION
Engage, connect, build

Engage, connect, build

relationships and be seen as relationships and be seen
a thought leader-access an

as a thought leader-

estimated 400 ICEI

access an estimated 400

practitioners across

ICEI practitioners across

Indonesia and International

Indonesia and
International

BRAND EXPOSURE

Enhance brand awareness-

Investment in activities

partnering with our

which support the

conference will optimize

advancement of public
engagement

COMMUNITY

Strengthening your

Strengthening your

connection to a community

connection to a

of ICEI practitioners

community of ICEI

throughout Indonesia and

practitioners throughout

International

Indonesia and
International

ENGAGEMENT

Meeting with leading ICEI

Meeting of the minds,

BENEFITS

practitioners to renew and

sharing expertise,

develop professional and

updating contacts and

personal connections while

developing new

driving sales and generating relationships in industry
leads

We hope ICEI 2022 will unite diverse educators, researchers and
practitioners to obtain the case studies from all over the world, in parallel
sessions while offering many networking and publishing opportunities.
Moreover, it is a remarkable opportunity for the sharing of research and best
practice to discover the latest trends and challenges in the field at this leading
conference and enjoy everything the Virtual Conference has to offer.
J. Contact Persons
For more details Information
Universitas Negeri Surabaya
Kampus Lidah Wetan, Surabaya, Indonesia 60213
Tel: +623199423002
Fax: +623199424002
https://www.unesa.ac.id
Contact Person
Contact Person
General Information

: Vania Ardelia +62817 9494 094

Articles Information

: M Nurul Ashar +61 426 199 675

Payment Information

: Wulan Patria +62 812 2901 0188

Web and OCS Information

: Onny Fransinata +62 853 3441 1233
Acep Ovel +62 821 1440 0658

